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Abstract. Virtual Machine (VM) migration is an important technology to 
support Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Traditional pre-copy and post-copy 
strategies could function well in LAN but will need considerable time to migrate 
between remote hosts in WAN. In this paper, we propose a prediction-based 
strategy to optimize cloud VM migration process over WAN. In this strategy, 
information about size increments of snapshots is used to determine appropriate 
time points for migration in order to reduce the downtime during migration. 
Specifically, we utilize Markov Chain Model to predict the future increasing 
speed of snapshots. The experiments on KVM showed our approach could 
achieve satisfying results.  

1 Introduction 

Cloud computing helps enterprises take advantage of resources provided by large cloud 
service vendors. Typically, enterprises need to expand their IT capabilities during 
workload peaks; meanwhile migrating a VM to a cloud is a cost-efficient choice. As a 
result, attention is being attracted to live VM migration. 

The entire process of VM migration can be divided into three stages: the pre-copy, 
the down time and the synchronization stage [1]. During the pre-copy stage, a VM 
keeps running while the modified data is transferred [2]. After that, the VM shuts down 
and synchronizes the latest data [3]. In post migration, the VM resumes on the 
destination host before all the modified data is transferred [4]. So data on both sides 
should be synchronized. The durations of these three periods are important metrics and 
most of the migration strategies are designed for optimizing these metrics.  

There are three classic basic algorithms for VM migration, namely pure stop-copy, 
pre-copy and post-copy algorithm. Pure stop-copy algorithm is designed to shut down 
the VM and copy all its state to the destination host [5, 6, 7]. Although pure stop-copy 
algorithm can minimize the total migration time, it creates long down time. In order to 
reduce the down time, pre-copy algorithm is widely used. For example, Khaled Z. 
presents a pre-copy based algorithm on-line (OL) to provide minimal downtime [2]. 
Post-copy algorithm is another way to reduce the down time during VM migration. 
Michael designs a post-copy based strategy using adaptive pre-paging across a  
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Gigabit LAN [8]. Pre-copy algorithm and post-copy algorithm could reduce down time, 
but they both require a high bandwidth environment like LAN.  

From the strategies above, we learn that the strategy to reduce the down time during 
VM migration is a critical issue. Lots of strategies work well in LAN, where the need of 
high bandwidth is meet. But they could hardly perform well in WAN. In this paper, we 
propose a prediction-based migration strategy, aiming to minimize the down time 
during VM migration. The prediction-based strategy could initiatively learn the VM’s 
state and select the optimal points to complete the migration. While a VM running on a 
host, snapshots are taken and transferred to the destination host iteratively. Every time 
one snapshot is transferred, we predict an increasing curve of snapshot sizes using 
Markov Chain. Based on the prediction, we can capture the growth platform, which is 
the optimal time to finish the whole migration.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we describe 
some related work about our problem. Then, we analyze the characteristics of 
snapshots on KVM platform in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the actual design and 
implementation of our migration strategy. Section 5 describes the experiments and their 
results. Finally, we draw some conclusions and describe the future work. 

2 Related Work 

VM migration technology enables most of the cloud services to work for a surge of 
customers. Lots of achievements about VM migration have been gained in recent years. 
XenMotion [9] is the migration module in Xen which adopts a pre-copy algorithm to 
address the issue, and VMotion [10] developed by VMware also allows a running VM 
to be moved from one host to another. They both aim at the LAN environment [11]. 
Especially, Xen implements live migration but it requires shared storage between hosts 
[12]. But migration in LAN can no longer meet the demand, so in this paper we propose 
a VM migration strategy which is adapted for WAN. 

Liu proposed a novel approach to provide fast, transparent VM migration for both 
LAN and WAN environments, which is called CR/TR-Motion[11]. Liu’s experiments 
demonstrated that CR/TR-Motion works well in LAN environment, but its 
performance in WAN is unsatisfactory. Timothy presented architecture, namely 
CloudNet, as a cloud framework with a VPN based network infrastructure to provide 
VM migration in WAN [13]. He optimizes the cost for transferring storage and VM 
memory in WAN environment, but CloudNet he implemented is built on the base of 
VPN. As is known, most VM migrations work in the general Internet environment, and 
we can hardly transfer data through VPN. On contrary, the VM migration strategy we 
propose is suitable for the general Internet environment. In our strategy, we make use of 
the incremental characteristic of snapshots and use pre-copy mechanism to reduce the 
down time during migration. In order to get the minimum snapshot increment during 
migration, we propose a prediction-based strategy using Markov chain as a theoretical 
basis. VM snapshot is a collection of all the states of the VM, including storage data, 
memory pages and CPU states. So we propose a prediction strategy to forecast the 
growth trends of VM snapshots, which will help to optimize the down time during 
migration. 
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3 Prediction-Based Model 

In this section we describe our prediction-based model, which will smooth the way to 
our migration strategy. Two core aspects will be presented in the following 
sub-sections: snapshot size growth and the prediction model. 

3.1 The Growth of the Size of a Snapshot 

VM snapshots are files containing storage data, memory pages and CPU states at some 
time. A traditional snapshot at time  is defined as SŊ  M  , where   represents 
the storage data, M represents the memory pages and   represents the CPU state. An 
incremental snapshot means the differences between the current and the former ones. 
So an incremental snapshot created at time  is defined as SŊ SŊ , and 
all the states of a VM at time  is SŊ .  

3.2 The Prediction Model for Snapshot Size Growth 

The growth of the size of a snapshot can be modeled as a time series and we try to 
find a prediction model to predict its future trend. We adopt Markov Chain as the 
prediction model.  
 
Markov Chain and Transition Matrix. A Markov Chain is a mathematical system 
that undergoes transitions from one state to another on a state space [15]. It is a random 
process that the next state depends on the current one. The growth curve of snapshot 
size is a time series with some regular characteristic (Fig. 1 to Fig. 4). 
 

  

Fig. 1. No extra program on VM Fig. 2. CPU intensive program on VM 

 

Fig. 3. IO intensive program on VM Fig. 4. Network intensive program on VM 
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Algorithm 1. Feedback-based migration algorithm 

Input : a snapshot size growth curve p_list and a base_size  

Output : finish_t, the proper point to shut down the VM  

FindFinishTime (p_list, base_size)  

begin 

  min_size = MAX  finish_t = 0 

  DFFind(p_list, base_size, 0)  

  return finish_t 

end 

DFFind (p_list, base_size, start_t) 

begin 

  if(base_size == 0)  

    min_size = 0  tf = start_t 

    return 

  current_size = base_size  

  while current_size not reach finish time  

    update next_t and next_size 

    DFFind(p_list, sub_size, start_t + next_t) 

    if(min_size > next_size) 

      min_size = next_size  finish_t = start_t + next_t 

end 

The algorithm FindFinishTime (FFT) would find the finish time of the migration 
with O  time. Every time an incremental snapshot is transmitted, a predicted curve 
and a real-time would be compared. If the two curves match, the migration will work as 
predicted. Otherwise, a new predicted curve would be made and another finish time 
would be calculated. FM strategy works efficiently if the prediction is accurate. But 
when the predicted curve deviates from the actual curve, the finish time should be 
calculated every time a snapshot is transmitted. Thus, the efficiency would be lower. 
And an enhanced strategy is proposed below. 

4.2 Adjustment-Based Migration Strategy 

We enhance the former strategy by adding the adjustment factors during prediction and 
propose another strategy: adjustment based prediction (AM) strategy.  

Every time we make prediction, the times of continuously repeated patterns is 
recorded. Once the time exceeds the threshold (one single pattern repeats for more than m times, which will be detailed in evaluation), we get the second popular status as the 
next status instead of the most popular one. The complexity of the algorithm is O , 
and the length of the increasing curve is  . The algorithm improves the prediction 
efficiency, and the transmission is the same as FM strategy.  
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The FNI strategy cannot detect the size of snapshot automatically. Fig. 9 reveals that 
snapshots become smallest during the 5th iteration. The FNI strategy cannot minimize 
the down time, since the iterations number is fixed. Compared with PSC and FNI 
strategies, FM and AM strategies can minimize the down time. We evaluate the 
performance of FM and AM strategies, compared with PSC and FNI strategies. In Fig. 
10 to Fig. 13, we analyze the performance with different types of snapshots. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Result on CPU intensive program Fig. 11. Result on memory intensive program 

 

Fig. 12. Result on network intensive program Fig. 13. Result on IO intensive program 

From the figures above, we know that the network and IO intensive snapshots reflect 
the real performance about our strategy. What’s more, we consider the size of the base 
image as a factor in our evaluation. In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, we give a performance 
comparison using FM and AM strategies with PSC and FNI strategies. 

 

 

Fig. 14. Down time with 500M base image Fig. 15. Down time with 1G base image 

VMs in evaluation run different programs, including CPU intensive, memory 
intensive, network intensive and IO intensive programs. In addition, two sizes of base 
image are considered. In evaluation, four migration strategies are taken, and the 
migration iterations from 1 to 4 are selected in FNI strategy. PSC strategy always 
produces a constant down time and the down time varies for FNI strategy. We can see 
that FM and AM work well and stably in all cases with almost zero down time. 
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As mentioned above, FM strategy is less efficient than AM strategy whenever the 
predicted curve deviates from the actual curve. AM strategy could adjust the predicted 
result so that the predicted curve matches the actual curve better. Here, we set m 5 as 
the threshold to avoid patterns repetition considering the snapshots size and bandwidth 
in our evaluation platform. The prediction times of AM strategy is fewer, and the 
effective prediction ratio is higher. Effective Prediction Ratio is defined as EPR⁄ , where  is the times of correct prediction and  is the 
times of total prediction. In fig.16, it is indicated that the EPR of AM strategy is higher 
in different types of VMs and it is 21.1% higher than FM strategy overall.  

 

Fig. 16. EPR comparison between FM and AM strategies 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, for optimizing VM migration over WAN, we propose a prediction-based 
strategy which can forecast the increasing curve of snapshots about VMs. Our main 
contribution is to predict the increments of VM snapshot and select the proper segment 
to shut down the VM which minimizes the VM down time. Compared with two 
migration strategies, the evaluation shows that our PB strategy works well and stably 
during migration, which minimizes the down time among all the strategies. 

In the future, there are two parts of work we can focus on. First, more migration 
metrics can be considered like the whole migration time and the bandwidth limitation. 
Second, we could split the snapshot finer, such as dirty page in memory and storage.  
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